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Abstract. A laser pointer can be a powerful tool for robot control. However, in the past, their use in 

the field of robotics has been limited to simple target designation, without exploring their potential as 

versatile input devices. This paper proposes to create a laser pointer-based user interface for giving 

various instructions to a robot by applying stroke gesture recognition to the laser’s trajectory. Through 

this interface, the user can draw stroke gestures using a laser pointer to specify target objects and 

commands for the robot to execute accordingly. This system, which includes lasso and dwelling 

gestures for object selection, stroke gestures for robot operation, and push-button commands for 

movement cancellation, has been refined from its prototype form through several user-study 

evaluations. Our results suggest that laser pointers can be effective not only for target designation 

but also for specifying command and target location for a robot to perform.  
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Fig. 1. Robot Control using Laser Gestures 

1 Introduction  

Robot technology has now advanced to the extent that many companies produce robots that not only 

can carry out tasks in industrial factories, but also can support everyday human activities. Today’s 

commercial robots can already perform some of the tasks required in the home, such as vacuuming 

rooms [1].  

These robots, however, are still limited to pre-programmed functionalities, and many important issues 

must be addressed to introduce more capable robots into home environments. One such issue is the 

question of how to give unique instructions to specify the types of robot operation, target objects, and 

target location. For example, when a user wants a robot to carry laundry to the veranda, the user has 

to give an instruction that the operation is delivery, the target object is laundry, and the target location 

is veranda.  

A laser pointer provides a powerful alternative as a user interface for robot control. It is cheap, 

lightweight, points accurately, and is reliably recognized. Kemp et al. and Suzuki et al. showed that a 

laser pointer is useful for providing target designation for a picking-up robot [2] or a button-pushing 



robot [3]. However, target designation on its own is far from sufficient for a human-robot interface. 

The user also needs to be able to specify what to do and where to do with the target (e.g., deliver the 

laundry to veranda, collect the toys in corner of the room).  

We extended the idea presented by Kemp et al. [2] and Suzuki et al. [3] to use a laser pointer not only 

for target designation but also for specifying command and target location. To achieve this, we applied 

gesture recognition to the laser trajectory. Fig. 1 illustrates our approach. After the user makes a 

gesture using the laser pointer to indicate the target object and desired command, the robot performs 

the task specified by the gesture. With our user interface, the user can command a robot to deliver, 

collect, and trash objects. The user can also instruct the robot to cancel, pause, undo, and redo a 

task.  

This paper reports on our experience in designing an effective laser gesture interface. Using a 

vision-based tracking system by ceiling-mounted cameras and a remote-controlled iRobot Create, we 

developed a prototype robot system. We iteratively refined laser gesture sets by repeatedly testing 

them with first-time users. The final design of our system includes lasso and dwelling gestures for 

object selection, stroke gestures for robot operation, and push-button commands for movement 

cancellation.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes previous work on robot 

control, and the use of laser pointers, and stroke gesture interfaces. Section 3 introduces the prototype 

system we built to test the laser gesture interface. Section 4 describes the initial design of our laser 

gesture interface. Section 5 describes the details of our system modification process that involves 

four rounds of user testing and design revision. Section 6 discusses possibility and limitations of our 

user interface, and Section 7 concludes the paper with a brief summary.  

2 Related Work  

2.1 Robot Control  

Previous work on interfaces for robot control can be roughly divided into two approaches: (1) direct 

manual control and (2) as-autonomous-as-possible. A typical example of the former is joystick control. 

The user continuously gives low-level instructions to the robot, such as to move forward and turn left. 

This approach might be necessary for performing complicated tasks in a remote location (e.g., 

extraterrestrial robots). The other approach is the as-autonomous-as-possible method. Typically, 

these methods include the use of speech- and hand-gesture recognition. These methods require only 

a very abstract instruction from the user (e.g., “clean here”) and the system automatically performs 

the task. While this might sound ideal, these high-level instructions are inherently ambiguous and 

often lack the robustness required for practical use.  

There have been attempts to combine the two methods described above, creating systems that are 

more abstract than a direct form of control, but more concrete and specific than using speech and 

hand gestures. Perzanowski et al. provided multimodal interface in which the user can specify the 

target location by tapping a map on a PDA screen [4]. Lundberg et al. also proposed a PDA interface 

for a robot, where the user can specify the area for the robot to explore [5]. In this study, we also 

follow the approach to combine user control and robot autonomy.  

2.2 Laser Pointer  

Laser pointers can be used in several situations. Their most common use is as a pointing device to 

aid communication between a speaker and an audience during a presentation. Since a laser pointer 



can precisely point to a target location on a screen from a distance, the audience knows at which 

feature to pay attention. Taking advantage of this characteristic of a laser pointer, Yamazaki et al. 

developed a laserpointing device that could be operated remotely called a GestureLaser [6]. Using a 

mirror with an actuator and a camera, a remote operator can give instructions while checking the 

actual pointing position on a remote camera image.  

A laser pointer can also be used as a computer input device. For ordinary computer application, the 

user can use a laser pointer instead of a mouse to perform actions such as point-and-click or drag-

and-drop [7], [8]. For robotic application, Kemp et al. used a laser pointer to tell a robot which object 

to pick up [2]. Using a laser pointer and a mobile robot, the user can pick up an object that is some 

distance away because the laser points over long distances. Their prototype system enables the user 

to “fetch” an object while remaining seated. Suzuki et al. also used a laser pointer to tell a robot which 

button to push [3]. With a flashlight, the user can specify an approximate direction for the robot to turn 

its face. After that, the user can designate the target button using the laser pointer, and the robot 

moves toward the button accordingly. Contrary to these two works, our interface uses a laser pointer 

not only for target designation but also for specifying command and target location.  

2.3 Stroke Gesture Interface  

Stroke gestures are used to input commands for various computer applications. The most significant 

advantage of using stroke gestures to input commands is that the user can specify several kinds of 

commands using just a simple pointing device. The idea of marking menus with a pointing device [9] 

is now widely used as a common method to input commands in applications such as web browsers.  

Sakamoto et al. applied stroke gesture recognition to robot instructions [10]. They used four cameras 

capturing top-down images of a room, which the user can monitor during instruction. Skubic et al. 

developed robotic interface by free hand stroke [11]. This interface displays sensory information and 

robot status such as driving or not. Igarashi et al. also proposed a similar technique to navigate a 

virtual avatar [12]. The user can navigate the avatar by drawing its path to walk through.  

Our interface supports command specification based on stroke gesture recognition as well as marking 

menus [9] and Sketch and Run [10]. However, it is done by using a laser pointer.  

3 Prototype System  

In our prototype system, the user draws gestures on the floor using a laser pointer and the system 

executes the specified robotic task accordingly. This implementation supports three tasks: delivery, 

collecting, and trashing. All tasks are performed by pushing objects. The delivery task simply moves 

the selected objects from one place to another. The collecting task clusters the selected objects into 

a specified location. The trashing task moves the selected objects to a predefined trash box location. 

Fig. 2 shows the working environment for the prototype system.  

    

  



  

 

  

  

3.1 Hardware Configuration  

The frontend system consists of a laser pointer held by the user and a robot on the floor that execute 

the tasks. The laser pointer is an off-the-shelf product with two extra buttons for moving 

forward/backward through a slideshow presentation (Fig. 3). The task execution robot is a developer’s 

version of the popular home vacuuming robot (Roomba), called iRobot Create [1] (Fig. 4). It comes 

with a serial interface for receiving control commands. We use a Bluetooth-serial adapter to control 

the robot wirelessly.  

The backend system consists of three cameras, a speaker, a projector, and two computers (Fig. 5). 

The three cameras are fixed on the ceiling and cover 4m x 3m viewing area. The speaker and 

projector are used to provide feedback to the user. The two computers are connected via a TCP/IP 

network. One computer is used for robot and object tracking and the other computer is used to 

recognize laser gestures, drive the robot, and generate audio-visual feedback to the user.  
  

 

Fig. 5. Hardware Configuration 

3.2 Laser Tracking  

We use a simple web camera with a narrow band-pass filter for laser tracking. The narrow band-pass 

filter passes only light with a wavelength of the laser, shutting out all other wavelengths. Since the 

narrow band-pass filter passes only laser light, laser tracking is simply realized by tracking the most 

significant pixel on the image provided by the camera.  

Fig. 2. Prototype Environment 

Fig. 3. Laser Pointer 

Fig. 4. iRobot Care 



3.3 Robot and Object Tracking  

Our system uses vision-based tag identification for robot and object tracking. 3 x 3 (9bit) 2D markers 

are used for visual tag tracking. An example of this design is illustrated in Fig. 6 left. In order to make 

the tags small, we use a proprietary tag tracking system because we are only concerned about the 

2D robot motion on the floor, contrary to existing marker-based technology that can capture 3D 

postures, such as CyberCode [13], ARTag [14], and ARToolKit [15]. Fig. 6 right shows the results of 

our robot and object tracking. Each of the two cameras calculates the ID, position, and orientation of 

the existing tags. The coordinate system of each camera is manually calibrated with each other.  
  

 

Fig. 6. Vision-based ID Tag and Tracking Results  

It is important to note that visual tags may not be ideal for practical deployment because it is tedious 

initially to put visual tags on all objects in an environment. We envision that this will be replaced in the 

future by another registration-free technique such as image-based segmentation using overview 

camera, or probing the object by sensors on the robot.  

3.4 Robot Control  

Using the information collected by the tag tracking system, the robot control module controls the robot 

based on the results from the gesture recognition module. Since all tasks are comprised of pushing 

operations, the robot control module creates a path procedure and sends low-level control commands 

such as “move forward” and “spin left.” To complete an atomic pushing operation, the robot first moves 

behind the target object, adjusts its orientation toward the target location, and then moves to the target 

location. The system also instructs the robot to avoid other objects during its movement, tracking the 

robot and object positions during operation. In case the object slips off from the robot during pushing, 

the system orders the robot to retry from moving behind the object.  

3.5 Audio-Visual Feedback to the User  

A sound speaker is placed at the corner of the prototype environment for the user to receive sound 

feedback. Sound feedback works to understand gesture recognition results. In addition, we use poles 

to place a projector near the ceiling, projecting toward the floor (Fig. 7). The projector gives visual 

feedback on the laser pointer trajectory while the user is drawing a stroke. Visual feedback enables 

the user to understand laser tracking result (Fig. 8).  

 



  

Fig. 7. Projector on Ceiling        Fig. 8. Visual Feedback          Fig. 9. Object Selection on Laser Trajectory  

4 Initial Laser Gesture Design  

4.1 Instruction Procedure  

The following steps summarize the robotic instruction procedure:  

1. Select Object  

2. Input Gesture Command  

Since all tasks require target objects, the user needs to specify the target objects before inputting a 

command.  

Object selection in initial design is performed by a lasso gesture (Fig. 9). We choose lasso gesture 

because the user can select single or multiple objects in the same manner.  

4.2 Command Gestures  

We designed command methods as single-stroke gestures. Fig. 10 shows stroke gestures 

representing delivery, collecting, and trashing, as well as the gesture to cancel a selection. We 

consulted the existing works on stroke gesture interfaces [16], [17], [18] to design our initial set of 

stroke gestures.  
  

 
Fig. 10. Command Gestures  

  

The delivery command tells the robot to move the selected objects to a target location. When the 

user draws a line from inside the selection lasso to another area, the system interprets it as a delivery 

command and the robot moves the objects to the end of the line (Fig. 10(a)). The collecting command 

tells the robot to collect the selected objects at the target location inside the selection lasso. When 

the user draws a circle inside the selection lasso, the system interprets it as a collecting command 

and the robot collects the objects in the center of the circle (Fig. 10(b)). The trashing command tells 

the robot to throw selected objects into a predefined trash box. When the user draws a stroke across 

the selection lasso, the system interprets it as a trashing command, and the robot moves the objects 

to the trash box (Fig. 10(c)). We also provide a cancel command. When the user draws a line across 

    



the selection lasso from outside to inside, the system interprets it as a cancellation of the selection 

and returns to the initial state (Fig. 10(d)).  

4.3 Task Control Gestures  

We also designed task control gestures so that users could adjust the execution of tasks after having 

given some commands. Using task control gestures, users can cancel, pause, undo, and redo a task 

(Fig. 11).  

  

 
Fig. 11. Task Control Gestures  

Task cancellation uses the same gesture as selection cancellation (Fig. 11(a)). When a task is 

cancelled, the robot stops performing the task immediately and leaves the objects as they are. Pause 

is used to suspend a robot’s activity temporarily (e.g., to stop robot noise when answering a phone 

call). If the stroke enters the selection lasso and returns to the outside, the system pauses in the 

current task (Fig. 11(b)). After the pause, the robot resumes its task when the same gesture is 

recognized. Since our application only changes the position of real-world objects, the system realizes 

undo by restoring the object position from task history. If the stroke forms a double counter-clockwise 

circle, the system starts to undo the previous task (Fig. 11(c)). If no task history is stored, the system 

does not recognize the undo command. Redo is an inverse function of undo. The user can re-order 

the robot to redo the task that it has been instructed to undo. If the stroke forms a double clockwise 

circle, the system starts to redo the previously undone task (Fig. 11(d)). If there is no undone task, 

the system does not recognize the redo command.  

4.4 Design of Audio-Visual Feedback  

To ensure that the user understands how the system recognizes each gesture, it is important that 

users receive appropriate feedback. In addition to drawing the laser trajectory as described in section 

3.5, the system emits sound and changes the color of the trajectory when the system recognizes a 

stroke gesture. The system emits a different sound for selecting objects, and for each command and 

task-control gestures. The trajectory color is white before recognition, and yellow after recognition.  

5 Iterative Refinement based on User Study  

5.1 Overview  

The interface introduced in the previous section was tested and refined by first-time users. We invited 

10 participants (9 females, 1 male; 3 single, 7 married, 2 with kids; age range: 27 to 39 years old, 

mean: 31) who identified as having a non-science educational background, as we assumed that 

home users would be the target audience of our system. We had 3 participants in the first round, 3 

participants in the second round, 2 participants in third round, and 2 participants in the fourth round. 

Although we had a small number of participants in each round, we intended to evaluate the interface 

qualitatively rather than quantitatively.  



In each round, participants could only refer to a user’s manual for instructions on how to use the 

system, and could not ask questions to the experimenter. We took this policy because in the real 

world, the home user can only refer to a user’s manual of a product for information on the system.  

Each participant was given the following tasks to accomplish in ten minutes:  

 Move a trash box to the sofa where the participant is sitting 

 Cluster four toy boxes, which are placed around the room.  

 Move a cardboard to trashing area.  

It should be noted that we did not specify the destination for the cluster in the second task. This may 

have caused various completion times among the study participants.  

The time restraint was set on the belief that real-world users tend to give up on a product that cannot 

be understood in less than ten minutes. Since it took about two minutes for experts to finish these 

tasks, the participants could have the remaining eight minute to understand system behavior.   

The following describes the course of each user study:  

1. The experimenter explains the aims of this study and user tasks to the participant.  

2. The experimenter gives the user’s manual to the participant.  

3. After the participant has read the user’s manual, the experimenter starts 10 minute trial 

session. If the participant finishes all tasks before 10 minutes, the experimenter stops the trial 

session. During the trial session, the experimenter records the session by videotape.  

4. After the trial session, the participant fills out a questionnaire and the experimenter interviews 

the participant.  

5.2 The First Round  

The first round used the initial design of laser gesture interface described in Section 4. Specifically, 

all instructions were given as stroke gestures. All visual feedback was given as lines that indicate the 

trajectory of laser movement, which color changes from white to yellow when recognized.  

It turned out that this initial design caused a log of failures. None of the three participants in this round 

reported to understand the system behavior. We observed they failed to complete any of the tasks, 

being confused and frustrated. The interview revealed the most fundamental problem with the initial 

design was that the participants failed to cancel the robot actions. We often observed the participants 

panicked when the robot started to move against their intention and they were unable to stop it. The 

interview also revealed the visual feedback was problematic. The initial design did not distinguish the 

color of the first stroke (object selection) and the second stroke (command). The participants often 

got confused if the system was in the first or second step.  

5.3 The Second Round  

Based on the results in the first round, the following revisions were made to the system:  

 We changed cancellation command from a gesture to a secondary button (originally designed 

for returning to a previous presentation slide) on the laser pointer.  

 We changed the color of the strokes in the visual feedback. The object selection stroke is 

shown in yellow and command stroke is shown in blue in the revised design.  



The result of the second design proved to be more successful than the first. Of the three participants, 

two reported that they managed to understand the system behavior, with one of the two successfully 

completing all the three tasks in 8m33s. We observed that the easy cancellation greatly contributed 

to this improvement. The participants repeatedly cancelled their mistakes and tried again, which 

helped steady learning. The third user, who was unable to finish the tasks, did not understand the 

system, and tried to input command gestures before object selection.  

In the interview, the participants reported a problem with the second design. They found it difficult to 

make the “delivery command”, which required the user to start a stroke inside of the first lasso, 

because the laser did not appear until they pressed the laser emitting button. From this, we learned 

that in general, stroke gestures using a laser pointer are ineffective at “starting” at a specific position 

because the pointer is invisible in the beginning.  

5.4 The Third Round  

Based on the results in the second round, the following revisions were made to the system:  

 Since it was difficult for the user to start a command stroke inside of the object selection lasso, 

we decided not to take the starting point of a stroke into account. A closed stroke is recognized 

as object collection regardless of the position (Fig. 12(b)). An open stroke that crosses the 

selected objects is recognized as trashing (Fig. 12(c)), and other open strokes are recognizes 

as object delivery (Fig. 12(a)). In addition, pause command of task control gestures was 

replaced by using the third button (originally designed for forwarding a presentation slide) on 

the laser pointer.  

 We revised the visual feedback of the object selection. The previous design showed the 

trajectory of the object selection lasso drawn by the laser pointer. The revised version simply 

shows a spot light on the selected target objects (Fig. 12). This helps the user to distinguish 

object selection and command specification phases.  
  

  

Fig. 12. Command Gestures after Object Selection (Revised for Third Round)  

Both participants successfully understood the system behavior and completed all the three tasks in 

6m10s and 9m30s respectively. As with the second round study, we observed the participants 

frequently used cancellation button on the laser pointer to cancel selection and stop unexpected 

executions. The participants in the third round achieved the study goal that the user gets accustomed 

the system behavior in under ten minutes.  

Although this study was successful, there were still areas of improvement for our system. One 

participant, who finished the tasks earlier, commented that lassoing for object selection was 

somewhat bothering. The participant suggested using dwelling behavior of laser to select an object, 

and commented that direct dwelling gesture can be more intuitive selection method than lasso 

gesture.  

      



5.5 The Fourth Round  

Based on the results in the third round, the following revisions were made to the system:  

 We added a direct dwelling gesture on the object for object selection in addition to lasso 

selection. After making one second dwelling gesture, the object under the laser is selected. 

The user can select a single object directly and quickly. After lasso selection, the user also 

can add an object using another dwelling selection. In addition, we added a function to 

remove an object from the selected objects by using a dwelling gesture. In other words, the 

user can toggle the selection status of an object.  

Both two participants successfully understood the system behavior and completed all the three tasks 

in less than ten minutes. Both participants finished their tasks earlier than the earliest participant in 

the third round, with 3m54s and 5m22s respectively.  

5.6 The Final Design and Execution Sequence  

In our final design, object selection is realized by lasso and dwelling gestures. If the user draws a 

lasso in the initial state, the system selects objects in the lasso. The user can also use dwelling 

gesture to select and remove an object. The system provides three commands for object control and 

distinguishes them by stroke gesture recognition. Closed strokes are recognized as object collection. 

Open strokes that cross the selected objects are recognized as trashing and other open strokes are 

recognized as object delivery. The user can cancel or pause by pushing the extra buttons on the 

laser pointer.  

Fig. 13 shows an execution sequence of the system. The user first selects the upper three objects 

using lasso selection (Fig. 13(b)). After that, the user adds the lower object using dwelling selection 

(Fig. 13(c)). When the user inputs the collecting command, the robot starts the task to collect the 

objects that have been selected (Fig. 13(d)). If the robot finishes the task, the visual feedback turns 

off (Fig. 13(k)) and the robot returns to its initial position (Fig. 13(l)).  

   (a)                 (b)                 (c)                 (d)  

  

(e)                 (f)                 (g)                 (h)  

  

(i)                 (j)                 (k)                 (l)  

Fig. 13. Execution Sequence   



6 Discussion  

Through our user study, we observed the extent that a laser pointer can be used as a robot-controlling 

interface, and concluded that the laser pointer is good at staying at a position or jumping to another 

position, but not good at starting a stroke at a specific position. Starting a stroke at a specific position 

was one of the main difficulties in making command and task-control gestures in our initial design. 

However, we observed that it is still possible to use gestures to distinguish commands if the system 

is only concerned with the middle or end position of the path, as verified in the successful completion 

of tasks in the third and fourth round.  

The study also showed that visual feedback is essential, especially for the first-time users. If it is not 

well designed, the user cannot understand the behavior of the system. Although visual feedback is 

essential, the light provided by the projector potentially has an occlusion problem. Designing another 

occlusion-free feedback is one of the future modifications in this system.  

Easy cancellation methods are important for robot applications. Since the robot affects the objects in 

the real world, it is necessary to have an emergency stop button. In the initial design, we did not 

provide this feature. In the initial and second design, the users often made mistakes in specifying 

commands due to the difficulty in starting at a specific position. In such cases, easy cancellation 

especially works. Easy cancellation also helps first-time users learn the system behavior faster. In 

the final design, we do not use the stroke gesture interface for cancellation; however, this interface 

still works for specifying other commands as well as designating targets.  

7 Conclusion  

This paper explored the possibility of using a laser gesture interface to give instructions to a mobile 

robot. The user makes a gesture using a laser pointer, specifying target objects, commands, and 

target locations. The system then recognizes the gesture and executes the specified task by driving 

the robot. We implemented a prototype system by combining a robot moving on the floor and 

cameras on the ceiling. Using the system, we iteratively improved the interface design by conducting 

user studies. The results revealed the importance of easy and reliable cancellation methods, the 

difficulty of starting a gesture at a specific location, and the importance of understandable visual 

feedback. Based on the results of iterative studies, we added the dwelling gesture for object 

selection, eliminated considering the starting point of strokes, changed the laser gesture cancellation 

function to a push button function, and revised the visual feedback from stroke-based to status-

based.  

The main limitations of the current implementation are in using vision-based tags for object tracking 

and visual feedback occlusion problem. To overcome these limitations, our future work includes 

object tracking by other registration-free techniques, such as image-based segmentation using an 

overview camera, or probing objects by sensors on the robot; and designing occlusion-free feedback.  
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